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Figure 1.7: Searches for µ-e conversion and µ+ → e+γ have relative sensitivities that depend
on the underlying physics, making the two channels highly complementary. As
shown on the left, New Physics can produce a signal in both channels, but one
channel or the other can be comparatively suppressed due to the need to include
extra vertices and loops. The plot on the right is adapted from [30], based on [31],
and shows the relative sensitivity for the toy lagrangian of equation (1.2) as
a function of κ, how non-photonic the New Physics is, and Λ, the mass scale
assuming coupling strengths of unity.

By constructing a toy Lagrangian consisting of two new interaction terms, one being
photonic and the other a contact term, it is possible to study the relative sensitivities
of µ-e conversion and µ-e gamma searches. The interaction terms in such a Lagrangian
would look like:

L =
1

κ+ 1

mµ

Λ2
(µ̄Rσ

µνeLFµν) +
κ

κ+ 1

1

Λ2
(µ̄Lγ

µeL) (q̄LγµqL) (1.2)

where κ is a dimensionless parameter that determines to what degree the new physics
appears photonic (κ → 0) or four-Fermi-like (κ → ∞).

If the underlying new physics is photonic in nature, then one can expect a direct
search for µ-e gamma to be more sensitive: coupling the photon to the nucleus of an atom
will pick up an extra factor of α, reducing the µ-e conversion rate by about two orders of
magnitude. On the other hand, if the new physics favours interacting directly with the
nucleus, as a four-Fermi contact term, then µ-e conversion would be more sensitive. In
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CLFV and µ-e Conversion

< Current Limits of CLFV (90% C.L.) >
: < 4.2 x 10-13 (MEG)

: < 7 x 10-13 (SINDRUM II)
µ ! e+ �
µ+N ! e+N

µ -> eγ : photonic
µN -> eN : photonic & four-fermi

Combined result can distinguish 
physics models.

CLFV processes are good probes for BSM search.
BSM : O(10-15)
SM : < O(10-50)

photonic four-fermion
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Figure 1.6: Feynman diagrams that produce µ-e conversion through New Physics models. The
upper three diagrams ((a) to (c)) all connect to the nucleus via some massive
exchange particle, whereas the lower three diagrams ((d) to (f)) all connect
via an exchanged photon. In addition to interactions with the quarks, since
µ-e conversion interacts with the whole nucleus, there are also models where the
interaction involves external gluon lines.

1.3.2 Muon CLFV Channels

Fig. 1.6 shows a variety of Feynman diagrams for µ-e conversion involving new particles
and couplings predicted by many BSM theories. The large variety of models to which
µ-e conversion would be sensitive makes this a particularly attractive search channel for
New Physics [29].

It can also be seen how complementary the different muon CLFV channels will be.
In the case of leptoquarks for example, shown in Fig. 1.6c, one can expect µ-e conversion
to take place at tree level, whilst generating a signal in a µ+ → e+e−e+ experiment can
only occur via loop diagrams. Similarly, the relative sensitivities between µ+ → e+γ

searches and µ-e conversion searches can be used to pin down what the New Physics is
in the case of a positive observation, or heavily constrain numerous different models in
the case of a null measurement. This is apparent from the fact that New Physics can
be classed as photonic (such as the lower three diagrams in Fig. 1.6) or as a four-Fermi
contact interaction (as in the upper three diagrams in Fig. 1.6). The new physics, which
‘switches on’ at some new mass scale, is integrated away to leave an effective, low-energy
field theory.
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µ-e Conversion Search
µ-e conversion

Decay In Orbit
(DIO)⌫̄e

⌫µ

monochromatic e-

w/ 105 MeV/c

endpoint at ~105 MeV/c
-> main physics BG

< Experimental Merits of the µ-e conv. >

(1) Signal electron has 105 MeV/c

-> Low physics BG
(2) No coincidence is required

-> No accidental BG
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Proton Beam at J-PARC
Tokai

Linac(330m)

3 GeV 
Rapid Cycle 

Materials and Life science 
experimental Facility

Hadron 
Experimental 

Facility

Main Ring 
(0.75 MW)

Neutrino to 
Kamiokande

J-PARC
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og
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le
)

Proton beam with the highest intensity
Powerful proton beam : 8 GeV, 3.2 kW

High statistics 

Pulsed beam & time window
Lifetime of muonic Aluminum : 864 ns
Time window : 700-1170 ns

Beam related BG free

JAPAN
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COMET Experiment
< Phase-I >
(1) Beam measurement

-> study of the new beam line
(2) Physics measurement

with sensitivity, O(10-15)
(improvement of ~100)

start in 2018 or 2019

< Phase-II >
Physics measurement
with the highest sensitivity, O(10-17)
(improvement of 10,000) 

start in 202X

Phase-IIProton

Pion

Muon

Muon
Stopping
Target

検出器Detector SystemDetector System

Muon
Stopping
Target

Phase-I

Proton

Pion
Production

Target
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Beam Line

Experimental Hall
(new building)

Experimental Area

installation of the Transport Solenoid 

Status of the Facility & Magnet

Detector System

Muon
Stopping
Target

Phase-I

Proton

Pion
Production

Target
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Status of the Detector Systems

Cylindrical Detector System 
(CyDet)

Straw Tube Trackers + ECAL
(StrECAL)

beam measurement

physics measurement
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Detector System (StrECAL)
Beam measurement (in Phase-I)
Physics measurement (in Phase-II)

Figure 11.33: Full-scale prototype; (Left) Partially completed without vacuum wall, (Right) Whole
view of the completed full-scale prototype

2016, with the various momentum electron beam. The setup for the beam test is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 11.34 (Left), and its photo is also shown in Figure 11.34 (Right). Here

Figure 11.34: Test-beam setup; (Left) Schematic view of the setup, (Right) Photo of set up viewing
from the upstream.

“BDC” means the “beam-difining counter” which consists of bidirectional 1-mm-thick scinti-
fibre counters, and “FC” means the “finger counter” which consists of finger-size 1-mm-thick
thin plastic schintillator counters. Trigger signal is made by the coincidence between two FCs
and “TC” (Timing Counter) which consists of high light yield plastic scintillator with the fast
fine-mesh PMT to provide the precise timing measurement. The electron beam momenta is
varied between 50-300 MeV/c.
Figure 11.35 shows the measured detection e�ciency for the gas mixture of Ar/C2H6(50/50) as
a function of applied HV. Straw single e�ciency is measured by counting the number of proper
hits in layer-2 and counting the number of tracks in layer-2 which is reconstructed by the hits
in layer-1 and layer-3. As shown in Figure 11.35 (Left), high enough HV, higher than 1800
V, guarantees the full e�ciency. However, due to the small but finite gap between each straw

110

Straw Tube Tracker EM Calorimeter

Final Prototypes

Straw Tube Tracker
extremely low material tube whose thickness < 20 um
momentum resolution : < 200 keV/c

<Performance for 105 MeV electron>
Spatial resolution : 143 um

EM Calorimeter (ECAL)
20 x 20 x 120 mm3 LYSO crystals
measures energy, event timing, hit position
-> triggers signal events

<Performance for 105 MeV electron >
Energy resolution :  4.22%
Position resolution : 7.6 mm
Time resolution : 0.4 ns

(magnetic field : 1 T)

R&D has almost finished ! (including combined test)
Mass production will start in near future

200 um

5%
10 mm

1 ns

requirement

requirements
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Detector System (CyDet)
Physics measurement (in Phase-I)

Cylindrical Trigger Hodoscopes (CTH)
plastic-scintillators and Cherenkov detectors 
measures event time
identifies electron events

<Performance of the prototype>
Time resolution :  < 0.8 ns
S/N ratio : S/N > 100

e�

µ�

(magnetic field = 1 T)

Cylindrical Drift Chamber

Cylindrical 
Trigger Hodoscopes

prototype of the CTH

Hodoscopes

Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC)
consists of 20 stereo layers
~15,000 field wires, ~5,000 sense wires
momentum resolution : < 200 keV/c

<Performance of the prototype>
Spatial resolution : < 200 um at 1 T

Completed construction! (June 2016)
200 um
requirement

1 ns
requirement

20

Under Commissioning with cosmic ray
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Background EstimationTable 20.8: Summary of the estimated background events for a single-event sensitivity of 3 ◊ 10≠15 in
COMET Phase-I with a proton extinction factor of 3 ◊ 10≠11.

Type Background Estimated events
Physics Muon decay in orbit 0.01

Radiative muon capture 0.0019
Neutron emission after muon capture < 0.001
Charged particle emission after muon capture < 0.001

Prompt Beam * Beam electrons
* Muon decay in flight
* Pion decay in flight
* Other beam particles

All (*) Combined Æ 0.0038
Radiative pion capture 0.0028
Neutrons ≥ 10≠9

Delayed Beam Beam electrons ≥ 0
Muon decay in flight ≥ 0
Pion decay in flight ≥ 0
Radiative pion capture ≥ 0
Anti-proton induced backgrounds 0.0012

Others Cosmic rays† < 0.01
Total 0.032

† This estimate is currently limited by computing resources.

294
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Single Event Sensitivity
B(µ� +Al ! e� +Al) =

1

Nµ · fcap · fgnd ·Aµ�e

Nµ : # of total muons stopped in the target (1.5 x 1016) 
muon yield : 4.7x10-4 muons per 8 GeV proton
3.2 kW and 1.26x107 sec operation (~146 days)

fcap : Fraction of captured muons to total muons on target (0.61)
fgnd : Fraction of µ-e conversion to the ground state in the final state (0.9)
Aµ-e : Net signal acceptance (0.041)

3 x 10-15 (S.E.S.)
or

< 7x10-15 (90% C.L.)

20.1.5 Net Signal Acceptance

Thus the net acceptance for the µ≠e conversion signal of A
µ-e = 0.041 is obtained for T1 = 700

ns and T2=1170 ns, where appropriate numbers of the online event selection (see Section 16.1.3),
the o�ine track finding e�ciency (See Section 13.5.1) and DAQ e�ciency (assumed) are con-
sidered. The breakdown of the acceptance is shown in Table 20.2.

Event selection Value Comments
Online event selection e�ciency 0.9 Section 16.1.3
DAQ e�ciency 0.9
Track finding e�ciency 0.99 Section 13.5.1
Geometrical acceptance + Track quality cuts 0.18
Momentum window (Ámom) 0.93 103.6 MeV/c < P

e

<106.0 MeV/c
Timing window (Átime) 0.3 700 ns < t < 1170 ns
Total 0.041

Table 20.2: Breakdown of the µ≠e conversion signal acceptances.

20.1.6 Single Event Sensitivity

The single event sensitivity (SES) aimed by COMET Phase-I and the required running time
are described. The current upper limit on gold from SINDRUM-II is 7 ◊ 10≠13 [1]. The goal
of COMET Phase-I is an improvement of a factor of 100 on aluminium over the current limit,
namely,

B(µ≠ + Al æ e≠ + Al) = 3 ◊ 10≠15 (as SES) or (20.3)
< 7 ◊ 10≠15 (as 90 % C.L. upper limit). (20.4)

The SES is given by

B(µ≠ + Al æ e≠ + Al) = 1
N

µ

· fcap · fgnd · A
µ-e

, (20.5)

where N
µ

is the number of muons stopped in the target. The fraction of captured muons to
total muons on target fcap = 0.61 is taken, while the fraction of µ≠e conversion to the ground
state in the final state of fgnd = 0.9 is taken [22]. A

µ-e = 0.041 is the net signal acceptance.
To achieve SES=3 ◊ 10≠15, N

µ

= 1.5 ◊ 1016 is needed. By using the muon yield per proton
of 4.7 ◊ 10≠4 in Section 8.5., a total number of protons on target (POT) of 3.2 ◊ 1019 is
needed. With the proton beam current of 0.4 µA, the measurement requires about 1.26 ◊ 107

seconds, corresponding to about 146 days. Note that that the pion production yield may have
an uncertainty of a factor of two or three, as shown in Section 8.1.2. The estimated running
time might be uncertain accordingly.

20.2. Background Estimation with CyDet

The potential background sources in the search for the µ≠N æ e≠N conversion are grouped
into four categories. These categories are intrinsic physics backgrounds, beam-related prompt

276
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Summary

2018 2019
Magnet
Detector & 
Beam line
Physics

~half year run

µ-e conversion is a good probe for BSM search. 
COMET Phase-I searches for µ-e conversion with a sensitivity of O(10-15). 

The highest intensity proton beam in J-PARC achieves high statistics.
Pulsed beam and time window suppress beam related BG.

We have 2 detector systems; StrECAL and CyDet.

Especially, CDC construction completed and commissioning is on going
Both prototypes showed good performances.

S.E.S : 3 x 10-15, which corresponds to < 7x10-15 (90% C.L.)
Estimated  BG events : 0.032 events

Experimental hall and so on have been built and transport solenoid have been installed.



Transport Solenoid
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Beam Line

our mascot, COMET-chan
CDC wires (in construction phase)

COMET Collaborators
(176 collaborators)
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Beam Structure
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Main Ring is operated in “COMET mode”

No protons in the time window

timing window method

suppress beam related BG

extinction factor
(requirement : < 10-9)

Figure 4.7: Extinction levels measured at the MR abort line with single bucket filling with the number
of protons equivalent to that of 3.2 kW operation, as a function of the applied RF voltage during beam
circulation after acceleration.

for the COMET experiment. We will optimise the voltage for long-term operations in order to
keep the RF cavity temperatures stable to within the capabilities of the water cooling system.
Another study was performed to understand how protons leak from a bucket during the beam
circulation (flat-top) period. The extinction was measured at the abort line at di�erent timings
by adjusting the time at which the protons are kicked out from the MR. Figure 4.8 shows
the extinction measured when applying 160 kV RF voltage as a function of the time of kicking
between the beginning and end of the flat-top period. A time-dependence in proton leakage
can be seen. Further studies will continue in collaboration with the J-PARC accelerator group
to understand the mechanism behind this e�ect and to ensure delivery of the beam quality
necessary for the COMET experiment.

25

good enough!
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Muonic X-ray Measurement
# of muonic atoms is estimated by
2p->1s muonic X-ray detected by
Germanium detector

Table 14.1: Energies and relative intensities of muonic X-rays from aluminium.

Transition Energy (keV) Relative Intensity (%)
2p æ 1s 346.828 ± 0.002 79.8 ± 08
3d æ 2p 66.11 ± 0.02 67.6 ± 1.7
3p æ 1s 412.87 ± 0.05 7.62 ± 0.15
4p æ 1s 435.96 ± 0.10 4.87 ± 0.10

Figure 14.1: Germanium detector and its dimensions.

aluminium for COMET. We took data with 100-µm-thick and 50-µm-thick aluminium targets.
The detector was placed about 30 cm far from the target position. The absolute detection
e�ciency (� ◊ Á) of the 2p æ 1s line was determined to be 3.56 ◊ 10≠4. One measured
spectrum is shown in the Fig. 14.2 where the 346.8 keV line is clearly visible. The 3p æ 1s line
is also recognisable around 410 keV region. The 4p æ 1s line is however dominated by double
peaks, 431 and 438 keV, from the lead shielding.
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Figure 14.2: Muonic X-ray spectra taken at PSI. The 2p æ 1s muonic X-ray of 346.8 keV is clearly
seen.

In the COMET Phase-I, the germanium detector will be placed about 3.5 metre downstream
of the centre of the detector solenoid, as shown in Fig. 14.3, since there will be no open space
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Figure 1.6: Feynman diagrams that produce µ-e conversion through New Physics models. The
upper three diagrams ((a) to (c)) all connect to the nucleus via some massive
exchange particle, whereas the lower three diagrams ((d) to (f)) all connect
via an exchanged photon. In addition to interactions with the quarks, since
µ-e conversion interacts with the whole nucleus, there are also models where the
interaction involves external gluon lines.

1.3.2 Muon CLFV Channels

Fig. 1.6 shows a variety of Feynman diagrams for µ-e conversion involving new particles
and couplings predicted by many BSM theories. The large variety of models to which
µ-e conversion would be sensitive makes this a particularly attractive search channel for
New Physics [29].

It can also be seen how complementary the different muon CLFV channels will be.
In the case of leptoquarks for example, shown in Fig. 1.6c, one can expect µ-e conversion
to take place at tree level, whilst generating a signal in a µ+ → e+e−e+ experiment can
only occur via loop diagrams. Similarly, the relative sensitivities between µ+ → e+γ

searches and µ-e conversion searches can be used to pin down what the New Physics is
in the case of a positive observation, or heavily constrain numerous different models in
the case of a null measurement. This is apparent from the fact that New Physics can
be classed as photonic (such as the lower three diagrams in Fig. 1.6) or as a four-Fermi
contact interaction (as in the upper three diagrams in Fig. 1.6). The new physics, which
‘switches on’ at some new mass scale, is integrated away to leave an effective, low-energy
field theory.
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µ->eγ and µN->eN

16 CHAPTER 2. PHYSICS MOTIVATION

Figure 2.2: One of the diagrams of massive neutrino contributions to a µ to e transition
(µ → e “γ”).

include supersymmetric (SUSY) models, extra dimension models, little Higgs models, mod-
els with new gauge bosons Z

′ , models with new heavy leptons, lepto-quark models and etc..
Each gives a prediction for flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC), including cLFV. In
the following three subsections, we discuss relations between Br(µ → eγ) and Br(µ → e;N)
for several new physics models.

Although expected at the LHC, discrimination of these new physics models will be very
difficult[40]. The search for µ−−e− will be crucial in discriminating between these models,
and it is especially synergistic with the µ → eγ search. Thus the argument for studying the
physics of cLFV throughout the next decade is very robust[41].

2.3 Supersymmetric models

2.3.1 General feature

Supersymmetric extensions to the SM are the leading candidates for physics beyond the
SM. In this class of model, a form of parity, called R-parity, is often imposed to suppress
FCNC, rapid proton decays and other phenomena. In this case the source for cLFV is the
soft mass matrix (m2

l̃
) for sleptons, the scalar partners of the leptons. In principle, this can

be arbitrary and a large FCNC can be introduced. However strong constraints are imposed
on these parameters. For example, the branching ratio of µ → e + γ is given similarly with
Eq. (2.1) by

Br(µ → eγ) =
α

2π

!!!!!
"

k

ŨekŨ
∗
µk

δm2
k

m2
S

!!!!!

2 #
mW

mS

$4

, (2.2)

where mS is the typical scale of scalar masses, Ũ denotes the mixing matrix between sleptons
and leptons, and δm2

k is the mass squared difference between the kth and the 1st sleptons.
To suppress this, the conditions that, by some mechanism, Ũ is almost diagonal and/or δm2

k
is small enough compared with m2

S have to be assumed. To implement these conditions at
the weak scale, it is often assumed that at a certain scale MG,

Ũ = 1 and δm2
k = 0, (2.3)

and an observable effect arises as a radiative correction. As a result, Ũ ≃ 1 and δm2
k ≃ 0

are maintained at the weak scale.

q q

in SM
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Under this condition, the SUSY contribution to a muon-to-electron transition (µ → e
“γ”) is given by Figure 2.3, where the mixing between a smuon (µ̃) and a selectron (ẽ) is
denoted by ∆m2

µ̃ẽ, and plays a key role.
This slepton mixing parameter, ∆m2

µ̃ẽ (or similarly ∆m2
ẽµ̃) is given by the off-diagonal

element of the slepton mass matrix (m2
l̃
) that is given in Eq. (2.4)1.

m2
l̃

=

⎛

⎝
m2

ẽẽ, ∆m2
ẽµ̃, ∆m2

ẽτ̃

∆m2
µ̃ẽ, m2

µ̃µ̃, ∆m2
µ̃τ̃

∆m2
τ̃ ẽ, ∆m2

τ̃ µ̃, m2
τ̃ τ̃

⎞

⎠ (2.4)

Therefore, the determination of these SUSY contributions would enable us to study the
structure of the slepton mass matrix, and then more importantly the “SUSY soft breaking”
that is the origin of SUSY particle masses. It should be noted that the slepton mixing
is difficult to study, as precisely as in cLFV studies, at high energy collider experiments
such as the LHC. Hence, studies of cLFV would provide a unique opportunity to study
slepton mixing. In the following, the SUSY contributions to LFV are presented in more
detail.

Figure 2.3: One of the diagrams of SUSY contributions to a µ to e transition (µ → e “γ”).
∆m2

µ̃ẽ indicates the magnitude of the slepton mixing.

2.3.2 Models with the seesaw mechanism

There are several mechanisms which give the conditions in Eq. (2.3). Among these, gravity-
mediated soft breaking is the most often employed. It gives the conditions in Eq. (2.3)
at the gravity scale (=Planck, ∼ 1019 GeV) or grand unified scale (∼ 1016GeV). Non-zero
off-diagonal matrix elements can then be induced by radiative corrections from MG to the
weak scale (∼ 102 GeV).

To reproduce lepton mixing and the neutrino masses, the seesaw mechanism[42] has
been studied most extensively. In this mechanism, three right-handed neutrinos Ni are
introduced. Mass terms for the neutrinos are given by the Yukawa coupling between the
lepton doublets (Lα) and the right-handed neutrinos and the Majorana mass term for the
right-handed neutrinos:

W = N̄if
iα
ν LαHu +

1
2
N̄iMRiN̄j . (2.5)

1It is noteworthy that the SUSY contributions to the muon g − 2 and the muon electric dipole moments
are the real and an imaginary parts of the diagonal element m2

µ̃µ̃, respectively.

q q

in BSM (SUSY model)

diagrams of µ-e conv. process
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Status of the CDC

Construction of the CDC already completed. (June 2016)

CDC wires (in construction phase)CDC (under cosmic ray test)

from upstream

Prototype study has finished.

Now under commissioning with cosmic ray
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Performance of the Trigger Hodoscopes
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Electronics of the CyDet Front-end board for CTH

Slit�

Slit�

ASDs�

ADCs�

SFP+slot�

LVDS�JTAG�

Power�

analog+input+from+CDC+48ch�

DAQ/IF+
SiTCP�

Trigger/IF�

FPGA�

Front-end board for CDC

Trigger board (prototype)
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Electronics of the StrECAL

12.3. Readout Electronics

Due to lower gain of APDs compared with that of SiPMs, fast and low noise analogue electronics
is required to amplify the APD signal. We have developed a prototype preamplifier, whose
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 12.3. Figure 12.4 shows the prototype preamplifier board,
which reads out seven APDs.

!
Figure 12.3: A circuit diagram of a prototype preamplifier.

Figure 12.4: A prototype preamplifier board.

The amplifier output is designed to be di�erential so that the signal can be transmitted over
relatively long distances without su�ering from noise. The receiver circuit of the preamplifier
signal is designed to convert the di�erential signal to the single-ended signal and to produce
a trigger signal with an analogue adder. The single-ended signals are passed to a waveform
digitiser. Figure 12.5 shows a schematic diagram of the whole circuit. The prototype electronics
has been tested in the laboratory and also in the test experiments described in Section 12.5.
A schematic diagram of the readout electronics for the ECAL system is shown in Figure 12.6.
The crystals and the APDs are located inside a vacuum vessel. The front-end preamplifier board
is based on the prototype preamplifier board and has 16 channel charge sensitive preamplifiers
(CSPs) for the readout and 4 channel analog adders for the trigger. The dimension of the front-
end preamplifier board is 3U size and 2M width. The di�erential outputs of the front-end board
are passed to the ROESTI board, which is developed as the readout electronics for the straw
tracker. The ROESTI has wave-form digitiser chips (DRS4) [73], which is a switched capacitor

118

ECAL Preamplifier

Figure 12.7: The next prototype preamplifier installed in the crate structure.

Figure 12.8: The mezzanine board is in the left side and is connected to the EROS digitizer board.

12.4. Module, Readout and Mechanical Structure

The basic unit of the ECAL is a 2◊2 crystal matrix module. In the ECAL system, 480
(=1920/4) modules are needed to cover the full cross-section of the detector region. Figure 12.9
shows the schematic layout of the prototype module structure together with 4 APDs, Teflon tape
and a Al-Mylar case for wrapping and a preamplifier board. This module structure is designed
to achieve a good light collection e�ciency and its uniformity with low material budget in front
of the crystals and between them. In Figure 12.9, the preamplifier board is located inside the
module structure. However, in the ECAL system, the preamplifier board is separated from the
module structure and is located outside the vacuum vessel as shown in Figure 12.6 for a better
thermal management at an acceptable noise level.
A prototype module constructed (without the preamplifier board) is shown in Figure 12.10.
The polished crystals were wrapped with two layers of 76 µm think high reflection Teflon
tape from Saint-Gobain. One HAMAMATSU S8664-55 APD is attached to each crystal, using
a transparent 2 mm thick silicon rubber (ELJEN Technology, EJ-560) as an optical contact
between the crystal and APD. Al-Mylar sheet of 20 µm thickness was used for wrapping. This
module was successfully beam-tested as described in Section 12.5.

120

Mezzanine board + WFD board for ECAL (E-ROS)

WFD board for the straw tube tracker (ROESTI)
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Straw Tube Tracker

prototype

Align straw tube trackers along X&Y axis. (= a “station”)
5 stations measure a track of incident charged particle.
→ Reconstruct momentum of the charged particle. 

X-T plot

position resolution

Readout waveforms with 1 GSPS by a Front-end board.
→ Can distinguish pileup events.



(1) energy
(2) event timing
(3) hit position on ECAL
(4) supplying trigger
(5) particle ID
（use momentum measured by straw tube tracker）
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ECAL

requirements
energy resolution：5%
time resolution：1 ns
position resolution：10 mm

LYSO crystals（20 x 20 x 120 mm3）+ APD
-> placed cylindrically

Prototype

connectors
for slow control

reflectors (2 layer)
outer side : Teflon (BC-642)

inner side : ESR

APD
(S8664-1010)

APD board

silicone rubber
(EJ-560)

spacer
coated with reflector

LYSO

<ECAL Structure>

Record waveforms with 1 GSPS



Trigger Hodoscopes
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300 mm

<upstream side>

FM PMT
(H8409-70)

Light Guide

156 mm

90 mm

r~45 cm

Preamplifier
(front-end board)

read-out &
triggering board

(COTTRI)

... ...

DAQ system

Prototype
triggers only electrons with high momentum



COMET Phase-II
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• Spectrometer transports electrons with high 
momentum to the detector system.

• measure momentum and energy with the 
tracker and ECAL respectively.

3.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE COMET EXPERIMENT 31

Detector Section

Pion-Decay and
Muon-Transport Section

Pion Capture Section

A section to capture pions with a large 
solid angle under a high solenoidal 
magnetic field by superconducting 
maget

A detector to search for 
muon-to-electron conver-
sion processes.

A section to collect muons from 
decay of pions under a solenoi-
dal magnetic field.

Stopping 
Target 

Production 
Target 

Figure 3.1: Schematic layout of the muon beamline and detector for the proposed search
for µ−−e− conversion, the COMET experiment.

the occurrence of beam-related background events, a pulsed proton beam utilizing a
beam extinction system is proposed. Since muons in muonic atoms have lifetimes of
the order of 1 µsec, a pulsed beam with beam buckets that are short compared with
these lifetimes would allow removal of prompt beam background events by allowing
measurements to be performed in a delayed time window. As will be discussed below,
there are stringent requirements on the beam extinction during the measuring interval.
Tuning of the proton beam in the accelerator ring as well as extra extinction devices
need to be installed to achieve the required level of beam extinction.

• Curved solenoids for charge and momentum selection: The captured pions
decay to muons, which are transported with high efficiency through a superconducting
solenoid magnet system. Beam particles with high momenta would produce electron
background events in the energy region of 100 MeV, and therefore must be eliminated
with the use of curved solenoids. The curved solenoid causes the centers of the helical
motion of the electrons to drift perpendicular to the plane in which their paths are
curved, and the magnitude of the drift is proportional to their momentum. By using
this effect and by placing suitable collimators at appropriate locations, beam particles
of high momenta can be eliminated.

6.5. ELECTRON TRACKER 103

Figure 6.13: Cut view of COMET detector. Red rings around the curved solenoid section
are magnet coils, and tilted to produce the compensation field (A field that cancels the drift
for a 105 MeV electron)

understood and controlled.
A schematic of the stopping target and detector solenoids is shown in Figure 6.13.

The tracking detector is located downstream of a curved transport solenoid and the muon
stopping target. The detector consists of a set of 5 straw planes, 48 cm apart, and placed so
that the axial direction of the straws is transverse to the axis of the solenoid. Each of the
5 planes contains a set of 4 straw tube arrays. One array measures position in x, and one
measures position in y (coordinates rotated by π/2). An identical (x,y) pair is attached to
the first array, but rotated by 45 deg., in order to break hit ambiguities and add redundancy.
A hit location is determined by the plane position, the straw position within a plane, and
the drift time. There is presently no second coordinate readout, although charge division
on a straw anode wire is under consideration. The azimuthal position is obtained from
hits in the rotated coordinate measurements. Both timing and pulse height information
are recorded from one end of each hit wire. Pulse height is used to discriminate between
electron and low-energy, heavily ionizing tracks (e.g. protons) which can occur through
atomic muon absorption on nuclei. There are 208 straws in each array for a total of 832
straws per plane and 4160 straws in the full 5 planes of the detector. Therefore there are
4160 readout channels.

The calorimeter is positioned behind the tracker. Electrons which pass through the
tracker are absorbed in the calorimeter and if the deposited energy lies within a small window
around 105 MeV, a trigger signal is generated. Appropriate signals that were previously
inserted into in a latency pipeline in the readout electronics of the tracking detector are
then processed by a second level trigger, and the resulting information, including data from
the calorimeter and cosmic ray shield, are stored as an event for further data analysis. In
this section, the construction and readout of the tracking detector is mainly addressed.

6.5.2 Design of the electron tracker

The requirement to the tracker system is as follows:


